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Abstract

The lack of participation and engagement by Least Developed Countries (LDCs) in the World Trade Organization (WTO) in general, and in their use of the Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes (DSU) in particular, has been a continuing problem facing the WTO, tainting not only the organization as a whole but also the DSU, its crown jewel. This article considers—from a commercial viewpoint—the many issues and barriers preventing LDCs from using the DSU, including capacity issues, costs, private sector involvement, and others. The article also considers specific provisional measures that are widely available and recognised within the national legal regime; have been adopted internationally by a plethora of divergent judicial, quasi-judicial, and arbitral fora; and are recommended by the WTO—but which are, significantly, missing from the DSU itself. The paper concludes that the addition of provisional measures to the DSU toolkit will enhance the effectiveness of the DSU by removing key structural obstacles that have prevented LDCs from exercising their right to prosecute trade disputes with other WTO members.
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Background

In 2014, the global value of merchandise exports was US $19.112 trillion.1 The flow of international trade is, to varying degrees, critical to our way of life. International trade supplies us with foreign foodstuffs, automobiles, computers, domestic appliances, and even the clothes we wear. Trade in goods and services between countries creates and sustains employment while contributing to economic growth and development, particularly in developing countries.2 Given the significance of the part played by international trade in our everyday lives, it is important that this trade be safe and secure. We must also understand what happens when the system breaks down or disputes arise.

The Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes (the DSU) was one result of the 1986–1994 Uruguay Round of trade negotiations, which also created the World Trade Organisation.3 Article 3 of the DSU states that the DSU is to be a “central element providing security and predictability to the multilateral trading system.”4 Overall, the DSU mechanism was acclaimed as something of a panacea incorporating state of the art provisions,5 and it was widely regarded as a crown jewel of the then-new WTO system.6

Under the DSU, a WTO member who believes its rights under trade agreements have been violated or otherwise infringed can bring a dispute that will be settled by the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB).7 The DSU provides a mechanism whereby even small states can seek redress against larger countries notwithstanding the disparity in power between the parties.8

A good example of this situation can be found in Antigua – U.S. Gambling Services,9 in which the small twin-island state of Antigua and Barbuda (“Antigua”) successfully challenged the United States concerning the provision by Antigua of internet cross-border gambling services to the United States.10

---

5Susan Esserman & Robert Howse, WTO on Trial, 82 FOREIGN AFF. 130, 131 (2003).
7See DSU, supra note 4, art. 2.
10Request for Consultations by Antigua and Barbuda, United States - Measures Affecting the Cross-Border Supply of Gambling and Betting Services, WTO Doc. WT/DS285/1 (March 27, 2003), [hereinafter Request, U.S./Antigua]; see Sarita Jackson, Small states and compliance bargaining in the WTO: an analysis of the Antigua – U.S Gambling Services Case,
In 1997, in a bid to diversify its economy, Antigua started to licence the provision of internet-based gambling services.\textsuperscript{11} The business expanded and by 1999 there were some 119 licensed operators generating some US $7.4 million in licencing fees and some US $12.9 million in wages and salaries, accounting in total for some ten percent of the country's GDP.\textsuperscript{12}

In 2003, Antigua alleged that the United States had effectively made the provision of cross-border gambling and betting services illegal through the cumulative effect of measures taken by U.S. federal and state authorities in contravention of the General Agreement on Trade in Services\textsuperscript{13} (the GATS) Articles II, VI, VIII, XI, XVI and XVII.\textsuperscript{14} The economic impact of the U.S. measures was dramatic. By 2003, the number of licensed operators in Antigua had contracted from 119 to 28, there had been some 2,500 job losses, and governmental income from licensing fees had dropped by some 75\% to US $1.8 million.\textsuperscript{15}

The United States rejected the claim that its actions breached the GATS provisions, averring first, that cross-border gambling services should be classified as "sporting" and thus exempt under GATS Subsector 10.D,\textsuperscript{16} and second, that the United States was acting to protect public morals, as permitted under GATS XIV.\textsuperscript{17} Regarding the first defence, the Panel ruled that gambling and betting services did not fall under Subsector 10.D,\textsuperscript{18} thus rejecting the U.S. position. Regarding the second defence, the Panel ruled that the United States had failed to show that the measures it had taken were essential to protect the morals of its citizens.\textsuperscript{19}

The United States appealed the Panel ruling. The Appellate Body reversed the Panel determination that the United States had not demonstrated that the measures adopted by it were necessary to protect the public morals of US citizens. But the Appellate Body also ruled that the United States had failed to demonstrate it had applied the measures in a non-discriminatory way and, consequently, that the United States had failed to satisfy the requirements of the GATS. Accordingly, the Body asked the United States to take steps to ensure conformity with its WTO obligations.\textsuperscript{20}

The Antigua – U.S. Gambling Services case clearly demonstrates how small states can use the DSU to seek redress against larger countries, notwithstanding the power imbalance. But, as will be discussed below, it also highlights the issues faced by small countries in enforcing favourable rulings.


\footnote{Id.}


\footnote{Request, U.S./Antigua, supra note 10.}

\footnote{First Submission, U.S./Antigua, supra note 11, ¶ 37.}

\footnote{Jackson, supra note 10, at 376.}

\footnote{Id.}

\footnote{Id. at 377.}

This paper includes seven sections. Section I analyses the effects of WTO violations, Section II examines Least Developed Country (LDC) non-engagement, Section III overviews provisional and protective remedies, Section IV outlines a prospective provisional measure, Section V describes the main benefits flowing from such a measure, Section VI considers how such a measure could be given effect, and Section VII provides some concluding remarks.

I. The Impact of a WTO infraction

Infringement or violation of a member’s rights can have a debilitating effect on related domestic industries, resulting not only in enterprise failures and unemployment (as evidenced in the Antigua – U.S. Gambling Services case21 discussed above), but also in slowed growth of associated industries and enterprises. These developments, in turn, limit employment growth and growth of the economy as a whole.

Such effects apply uniformly: it is of no matter whether the infringed country is a developed or developing one. In 2003, for example, the U.S. Department of Commerce imposed tariffs ranging from 37%–64% on the import of certain types of Vietnamese catfish. The tariffs led to the virtual collapse of those exports to the United States.22 Between 2000 and 2002, before the tariffs, approximately half of all catfish exported from Vietnam had gone to the United States.23 The effect of the 2003 tariff action on enterprises engaged in farming these catfish was striking: by 2004 between 25%–30% of all Vietnamese producers had abandoned fish farming.24

At the other end of the development spectrum, in 2003 the United States, Canada, and Argentina lodged a complaint with the WTO against the European Union25 concerning the European Union’s introduction in the early 1990’s of legislation restricting genetically-modified organisms (GMOs). GMO-producing and -exporting countries challenged the restrictions, culminating in the WTO action. In broad terms, the impact of the legislation was to effectively freeze the approval of GMO foodstuffs for production, importation, or consumption within the European Union.26 Based on an econometric model, Disdier and Fontagne27 estimate that the cumulative loss of exports to the European Union for the years

---

23Id. at 6.
24Id. at 27.
26GMO technology has been used to create a range of insect-resistant and herbicide-tolerant crops, such as maize, soybeans, oilseed rape, etc. These crops benefit farmers by reducing input costs buying pesticides and increasing crop yields. Globally, farmers quickly embraced and adopted the new technology, which became “the fastest adopted crop technology in the history of modern agriculture.” Gurdev S. Khush, Genetically modified crops: the fastest adopted crop technology in the history of modern agriculture, 1 AGRIC. & FOOD SECURITY 14 (2012), http://www.agricultureandfoodsecurity.com/content/1/1/14. See generally Clive James, Global Status of Commercialized Biotech/GM Crops: 2008 (Isaaa Brief 39, 2008), https://isaaa.org/resources/publications/briefs/39/download/isaaa-brief-39-2008.pdf.

Where members’ WTO rights are violated, the effects of the infringement can speedily decimate an industry. It is the speed of the devastation that drives the writer’s recommendations for the additional measures proposed in Section IV of this paper. An especially potent example of this phenomenon took place in East Africa, where there was an outbreak of cholera in 1997. In response, in April 1997, the European Union imposed a ban on fresh fish imports from the region without first having conducted an apposite risk assessment. Although the ban was lifted after barely sixteen months—in June 1998—the Ugandan, Tanzanian, and Kenyan economies were decimated. Tanzania alone witnessed a 40% reduction in its fish processing industry workforce.

The failure to conduct a risk assessment is contrary to Article 2.2 of the WTO Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade. It allows a member to apply trade-restrictive measures to protect human health and safety, but it also requires the member to take “account of the risks non-fulfilment would create” and that in “assessing such risks, relevant elements of consideration are, inter alia: available scientific and technical information.” As Ochieng and Majanja note, the European Union failed to “tender scientific evidence or data confirming the possibility of cholera-causing pathogens being transmitted to humans through fish.”

From this brief demonstration of the powerful effect trade right violations can have, it is not surprising that the DSU, as a vehicle designed to resolve such issues, has been heavily used. Since its inception, some 492 disputes have been filed. Curiously (and significantly), however, in only one of these cases has the complainant been an LDC, even though LDCs represent nearly one billion people in over 48 countries, 42 of which are either members of the WTO or are in the process of accession thereto. This is a group for which, as Mosoti notes, there is no shortage of potential cases.
II. LDC/DSU non-engagement – Rationale and exemplar

The underlying causal reasons explaining the non-engagement anomaly have been the subject of much academic debate and discourse, resulting in a bewildering array of diverse, yet inter-related, multi-dimensional explanations for what seems an intractable problem. For ease of comprehension these explanations can be summarized under six broad headings: (a) process issues; (b) capacity issues; (c) costs and cost-benefit; (d) political and retaliatory issues; (e) alternative dispute resolution strategies and methodologies; and (f) compensation, representation, and bias. It should, however, be remembered that many of these are overlapping and conterminous in nature.

Rather than delving into all six areas, this paper will focus its analysis on the impact of the DSU’s lack of commonplace domestic and international legal procedures and practices—practices that have already been embraced by the WTO in other spheres of trade law. The absence of these elements, in combination with the barriers faced by LDC countries, largely explain the lack of participation and engagement by LDCs with and in the DSU. This paper’s analysis suggests some limited, easily-understood, and effective reforms that would not only strengthen the DSU as a whole but also assist in fostering greater participation of LDCs in the DSU process. Accordingly, this paper will focus upon those elements critical to its analysis: process and capacity issues, and cost and cost-benefit, it being assumed that all other barriers identified above have been overcome.

For ease of comprehension, the paper will consider the simple hypothetical case of a small exporting company (“the Producer”), operating in an LDC. The Producer has been steadily growing, re-investing profits in expanding facilities and equipment. It has a small but growing workforce. It produces only one product, which it exports through an agent to one developed-country market. The Producer’s success is due solely to its competitive advantage, which results from low labour costs and raw material inputs.

In a different, developed country, the local manufacturers of the same product have noticed a steady increase in overall in-country sales, fuelled by cheap imports emanating from a number of LDC countries. The success of these imports has not only suppressed the price in the developed country but also severely eroded the market share of the local manufacturers. In response, through a well-organised trade

---

association, the local manufacturers have successfully pressured their government, which has, in response, imposed prescriptive tariffs on all LDC imports.

The Producer’s first indication of a problem arises when orders from its agent cease. With no orders, no alternative market in which to sell existing inventory, and no cash inflow from sales, the Producer is immediately in trouble. Depending on its reserves, and unless another market can be quickly found, the Producer will have little option but to cease trading. Time will be a critical factor. Even if a WTO dispute is brought and succeeds, it may well be a pyrrhic victory: the remedy is at hand, but sadly, the patient is no more.

(i) Process and capacity issues

Assuming that a WTO dispute is brought, process and capacity issues will affect both the pre-litigation stage and the conduct of the litigation itself, resulting in a cumulatively debilitating and corrosive effect on our Producer’s ability to survive beyond the resolution of the litigation.

Our Producer’s LDC is of a type described as a “dollar a day economy,” i.e., the country’s total output (its gross domestic product), divided by the number of its citizens, equals approximately one dollar per day. In such a country, many of the accepted organs of the state as understood in the developed world are either missing or exist virtually in name only. Consequently, key ministries often lack the resources, manpower, and finances to even facilitate the identification of breaches of WTO law, far less to analyse the breaches or pursue litigating a dispute through the DSU procedures.

The WTO is a rules-based organisation. Its rules are embodied within a wide-ranging set of legally binding WTO agreements, all of which are both technically complex and lengthy. The DSU provides the mechanism whereby these trade rules can be enforced. The process is characterized by complex, highly-specialised legal and procedural arguments that often require analysis of highly technical scientific and economic data. The disputes that have already been resolved have resulted in an extensive and continually expanding body of case law, coupled with a complex set of procedural rules within the DSU itself.

As a result, pursuing a dispute requires specialised legal advocates as well as the involvement of specialised experts to present and explain such economic, technical, and scientific data as may be required. Ewart has pointed out that developing countries often do not have any personnel with the

---

39Interview with a Senior LDC Ambassador to the WTO 3 (Oct. 2013) (transcript on file with author). The WTO recognises LDCs as defined by the United Nations: countries with GNP per capita not exceeding US $1,000 (using a 1999 constant). Bohanes & Garza, supra note 38, at 52.
44Van den Bossche & Gathii, supra note 42, at 23.
45Bohanes & Garza, supra note 38, at 70.
46These skills require a detailed working knowledge of the rules of WTO agreements and those of the DSU, as well as a detailed understanding of the growing body of case law that has resulted from the 492 disputes filed to date. See WTO, FIND DISPUTE CASES, supra note 34.
47Van den Bossche & Gathii, supra note 42, at 323.
requisite experience and knowledge of trade law, thus limiting both their capacity and inclination to pursue a complaint.\footnote{48}

Fattore, Hoekman, and Mavroidis have argued that countries with poor legal capacity are simply unable to defend their trade interests and are thus unable to engage with the DSU.\footnote{49} More specifically, Jobodwana has argued that LDCs lack the capacity to fully understand the terms of WTO agreements,\footnote{50} and Smith has argued along similar lines that lack of legal expertise and administrative capacity negatively impacts LDCs’ ability to take note of and understand the growing body of WTO jurisprudence.\footnote{51} Ewing–Chow, Goh and Patil have used Thailand as an example of “lack of legal capacity to handle the dispute settlement process.”\footnote{52} Finally, Shaffer has noted that, in addition to the foregoing capacity issues, developing countries have not only have insufficient resources to defend their WTO rights,\footnote{53} but also lack the resources to implement WTO agreements, such as, for example, the creation of an authority to investigate anti-dumping actions.\footnote{54}

Kongolo argues that developing countries lack not only the appropriate information but also both the human and administrative resources required to initiate a dispute,\footnote{55} an argument supported by Kessie and Addo, addressing the staffing of African Trade Ministries,\footnote{56} who note that the ministries often lack properly trained international trade lawyers.\footnote{57}

Bohanes and Garza have eloquently summed up these systemic weaknesses, noting that LDCs suffer from “inadequate domestic governance, weak institutions, and the lack of a domestic trade policy
community that would bring together the government, private companies, academic institutions, and civil society.” 58 Moreover, Shaffer notes that in developing countries the private sector views dispute settlement as being solely within the purview of government. 59 Against this backdrop, it would be highly unlikely that the fate of any small-scale producer would even appear on an LDC government’s radar, far less trigger an investigation as to possible WTO litigation.

Ab initio, our Producer faces a formidable array of challenges. Abbot has noted that developing countries may have difficulty identifying whether a breach of WTO rules has occurred, evaluating whether an action could be initiated, and forecasting the prospects of success. 60 Our Producer may operate in a country with the same challenges. These must be overcome before being able to request that its government even contemplate engaging with the DSU. Moreover, it has been argued that the existence and voracity of interest groups are what drive WTO disputes. The likely absence or inertia of strong lobbying groups regarding a company in our Producer’s situation may, in addition to other deterrents, result in there being “insufficient motivation to instigate trade disputes.” 61

Clearly, where a producer is faced with a combination of inadequate governance and a lack of strong lobby groups, the tenacity, resilience and voracity of the producer becomes critical. These very qualities were clearly evinced by the producer involved in the only WTO dispute initiated by an LDC, India-Antidumping Measure on Batteries from Bangladesh (India-Antidumping). 62

In 2002, India imposed anti-dumping measures against certain products exported from Bangladesh to India. 63 The notification, 64 inter alia, stated in justification that lead acid batteries had been exported to India from Bangladesh at below their normal value, causing injury to Indian industry. 65 The duties were imposed on all exports of industrial and automotive lead acid batteries from Bangladesh, 66 and export of lead acid batteries to India ceased. 67

In this instance, just as could be the case for our hypothetical Producer, the sole battery manufacturer, Rahimafrooz, “had no experience or knowledge in how to deal with the situation or whom to consult with.” 68 Rahimafrooz also confronted a lack of clear directives from any institutional body as to (a) how an exporter could proceed in situations where market access problems subsist in foreign markets or (b) how an exporter could discover or navigate the pathways to the relevant government departments or bodies. 69

---

58 Bohanes & Garza, supra note 38, at 79.
59 Shaffer, supra note 53, at 185.
60 Abbott, supra note 38, at 12–13.
62 Request for Consultations by Bangladesh, India-Antidumping Measure on Batteries from Bangladesh (India-Antidumping).
63 Mohammed Ali Taslim, M.A., How the DSU worked for Bangladesh: The first least developed country to bring a WTO claim, in DISPUTE SETTLEMENT AT THE WTO, supra note 28, at 231.
65 Id. at 4.
66 Id. at 6.
67 Taslim, supra note 63, at 237.
68 Id.
69 Shaffer, Mosoti & Qureshi, supra note 38, at 5.
Despite the roadblocks, Rahimafrooz persisted. Demonstrating the critical role that the private sector in an LDC must play in pursuing its government to investigate, instigate, and prosecute a WTO case, an important factor that permitted Bangladesh to successfully contest the decision was the dogged pursuit of the case by the victim of the anti-dumping duties, Rahimafrooz. As a result of these actions, in 2004 Bangladesh requested consultations with India, averring that the anti-dumping duties imposed by India were not justified under either Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 (the GATT) or the Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the GATT (the ADP). Bangladesh also averred that by imposing anti-dumping duties, India had acted in a manner inconsistent with its obligations under Articles I.1 and II.1 of the GATT and the ADP, alleging that the benefits it should have accessed under the GATT Articles XXIII: 1(a) and (b) had been nullified and impaired.

On the 16th of February 2004, the European Communities, citing both substantial trade and systemic interests in the case, asked to join the consultations. In 2006, Bangladesh and India notified the DSB that they had resolved the dispute by reaching a mutually satisfactory solution. The agreement reached by the parties discontinued the anti-dumping duties by rescinding the notification imposing the anti-dumping duties. This decision resulted from a review by the Indian Ministry of Commerce and Industry that, inter alia, recommended their discontinuation. It premised its recommendation upon the absence of “material injury [to the domestic industry] due to dumped imports” and the reasoning that the removal of anti-dumping duties would be unlikely to cause future injury to the domestic industry.

Unfortunately, this description of the India-Antidumping case presents only a partial picture of the obstacles to be overcome in pursuing a WTO dispute. Even if one assumes that obstacles such as those encountered in that case can be overcome, and the government can be stirred into action, yet more obstacles present themselves. First, there is the task of collecting, assimilating, and processing the data required to prosecute a case. This process can take weeks or months depending upon the number of experts, if any, that the government is able to deploy. Such a delay could prove fatal if a company,
such as our Producer, cannot stay in business for that period of time. This factor alone may persuade a government to forgo taking action in the first place.

Second, this factor is further aggravated by the time needed not only to prosecute a case but also, if prosecution is successful, the time needed to implement or otherwise apply the decision, bearing in mind that the contested measure remains in full force and effect during this period. It is difficult to predict the total time any particular legal action will last. However, considering the range of cases one finds in Huerta-Goldman (from two to thirteen years), and in Ewart, Breuss, and Curti (all reporting around three years), the data provide yet more bad news for the producer and yet more reasons for government inaction.

(ii) Costs and cost-benefit

There has been much discourse on this subject, particularly in relation to the role of the ACWL (Advisory Centre on WTO Law) in mitigating LDC legal costs. For the purposes of this paper it will be assumed that the ACWL would act on behalf of the LDC. While this would be the least expensive option, it should be remembered that there would still be a fee payable to the ACWL in addition to the actual and potential costs associated with the prosecution of a WTO complaint. Perhaps the foremost of these costs arise as result of the growing technical complexity of cases: this complexity disadvantages developing countries, who may lack the funds necessary to collect technical data. Such data collection may require not only costly and complex econometric modelling, but also costly experts to compile, interpret, and explain the data.

On top of these costs, there are the logistical, accommodation, and subsistence costs of attending consultations, panel hearings, and other proceedings in Geneva—costs that, as the writer can attest, are not insignificant. Bronckers has noted that where the costs of litigation significantly exceed the potential benefits accruing therefrom, access to the DSU becomes “in fact largely illusory.” Cho has graphically

---

86Website of the Advisory Centre on WTO Law: http://www.acwl.ch.
88Ewart, supra note 48, at 40.
89Gross, supra note 6, at 377.
91Id. at 106; see also Disdier & Fontagné, supra note 27, at 22; Elsig & Stucki, supra note 87, at 295; Hoekman & Mavroidis, supra note 49, at 535; Nordström & Shaffer, supra note 38, at 597; Luke Olson, Incentivizing Access to the WTO’s Dispute System for the Least-Developed Countries: Legal Flaws in Brazil’s Upland Cotton Decision, 23 MINN. J. INTL L. 101, 125 (2014), https://litigation-essentials.lexisnexis.com/webcd/app/action=DocumentDisplay&crawlid=1&doctype=cite&docid=23+Minn.+J.+Int%27l+L.+101+125&srctype=smi&srcid=3B1A5&key=8cdaa8473e012 e57266dc268feed (last visited Jan. 10, 2015). It should also be noted that costs were used as a mask to cover a lack of political will. See Bohanes & Garza, supra note 38, 78.
92Cho, supra note 29, at 412.
illustrated this point using Mauritania’s experience: in addition to lacking expertise and administrative capacity, “Mauritania could not sue the EU in the WTO . . . only because the litigation costs would not justify Mauritania’s annual export of US $3 million.”93 Indeed, in the India-Antidumping case described above, an undertaking by the producer to pay all the litigation costs was a significant contributory factor in the decision by Bangladesh to proceed with an action.94

A parallel with the Bangladesh situation can also be seen in the Antigua – U.S. Gambling Services case discussed above,95 where it has been suggested that the “commercial interests concerned” probably were the source of the resources required to fund external lawyers, case preparation, and legal argument.96 In yet another example, Ewing-Chow and his fellow authors have stated that where Asian developing countries initiate a complaint, the exporting industry concerned “would fund the litigation, at least in part.”97

Additionally, it should be remembered that the duration of an action is directly proportional to the costs incurred. Taking this to its logical conclusion, a prolonged case could lead to an action being simply abandoned—a point touched on by Bohanes and Garza.98 Given this simple economic fact, it could be tactically opportune for a respondent country, when faced with an economically weak LDC complainant, to actively employ delaying tactics—thus allowing a potential trade infraction to remain in force for a longer period.99

Thus far, with the exception of costs and the time taken to prosecute a case, most of the problems and issues raised in this article relate to matters outside the domain or purview of the WTO. Indeed, the WTO has been and is making strenuous effort to provide and disseminate information to LDCs and developing members through a series of measures, programmes, and activities.100 Therefore, LDCs themselves must take steps to remediate structural weaknesses and remove barriers that presently frustrate engagement with the WTO. Interestingly, in relation to costs, the Chairman of the WTO Special Session of the DSB, which is tasked with promulgating reforms to the DSU, has reported ongoing negotiations about establishing a Dispute Settlement Fund with an initial investment of CHF 4 million. The precise scope and modus operandi of this fund, if created, is as yet unclear.101 Therefore it is impossible to determine whether, and to what extent, the cost issue will be remediated.

Another component of cost appraisal involves ascertaining whether the legal and other costs are justified by the benefits of the prosecution of a WTO complaint. As stated earlier, the reasons for non-engagement are intertwined, interlinked, and cross-causal in nature. Assessing the benefits of initiating a WTO dispute is a case in point, spanning both foreign affairs and domestic politics. For example, Brink has noted in the foreign affairs context that South Africa was afraid that instigating a trade dispute could
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93 Id.
94 Taslim, supra note 63, at 242.
95 See text accompanying notes 9–21, supra.
96 Abbott, supra note 38, at 15.
97 Ewing-Chow, Goh & Patil, supra note 52, at 686.
98 Bohanes & Garza, supra note 38, at 103.
99 Ewart, supra note 48, at 58 et seq.
lead to closer scrutiny of its own trade policies, opening the doors for potential retaliation. Moreover, allocating scarce financial resources to conduct a trade dispute could potentially breach the lending rules of multilateral institutions.

In addition, a complainant must determine the effectiveness and usefulness of the outcomes of WTO litigation in terms of its ability to enforce the outcomes. Where a Member does not comply with a WTO ruling the complainant may, with the approval of the DSB, take retaliatory measures equivalent to the economic harm and loss in trade benefits caused. Retaliatory measures are, however, only of use to countries capable of retaliating. While in the case of Bangladesh in the India-Antidumping case, the parties arrived at a mutually agreeable settlement, the situation which confronted Antigua in the Antigua-US Gambling Services case was materially different. Following the adoption of both the Panel and the Appellate Body reports, the United States was given until early April 2006 to implement the recommendations. In June, seeing no implementation, Antigua began the process of enforcing the rulings through a formal request for consultations. Antigua requested authorisation to retaliate against the United States by suspending its obligations to the United States under both the GATS and the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights Agreement (the “TRIPS Agreement”) to the annual value of US $3.443 billion.

Following the creation of a compliance panel, the United States was found to be in violation of its commitments under the original rulings and the matter was referred to arbitration. In June 2007, Antigua again requested authorisation to retaliate against the United States by, as requested before, suspending its obligations under both the GATS and the TRIPS Agreement to the annual value of US $3.443 billion. Following arbitration this sum was modified to US $21 million in relation to the TRIPS Agreement commitments.

---

102 Gustav Brink, in Dispute Settlement at the WTO, supra note 28, at 263.
104 Elsig & Stucki, supra note 87, at 295.
106 Request for Consultations by Bangladesh, India-Antidumping Measure on Batteries from Bangladesh, supra note 62.
107 See Notification of Mutually Satisfactory Solution, India-Antidumping Measure on Batteries From Bangladesh, supra note 107.
108 Agreement between Antigua and Barbuda and the United States Regarding Procedures under Articles 21 and 22 of the DSU, United States - Measures Affecting the Cross-Border Supply of Gambling and Betting Services, WT/DS285/16 (May 26, 2006) [hereinafter Agreement, U.S./Antigua].
109 See GATS, supra note 14.
111 Agreement, U.S./Antigua, supra note 109.
Not with standing the relatively small value of the modified sum, Antigua was for a number of years unable to enforce U.S. compliance either through negotiation or by exercising its retaliatory rights. The lack of retaliation on the part of Antigua was, as Panke has noted, due to the inability of Antigua to manufacture patented pharmaceuticals.\footnote{Diana Panke, Dwarf in international negotiations: how small states make their voices heard, 25 CAMBRIDGE REV. INT’L AFF. 313, 325 (2012). http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09557571.2012.710590 (last visited June 26, 2016).} In a final attempt to enforce U.S. compliance, in late January 2013 Antigua was authorised by the DSB to suspend concessions and obligations to the United States under the TRIPS Agreement.\footnote{WTO Dispute Settlement Body, Minutes of Meeting Held in the Centre William Rappard on 28 January 2013, WT/DSB/M/328 (March 22, 2013) ¶ 6.12.} By March 2013 it was clear that this final negotiating initiative was fruitless.\footnote{Communication from Antigua and Barbuda, United States - Measures Affecting the Cross-Border Supply of Gambling and Betting Services, WTO Doc. WT/DS285/26 (April 25, 2013) [hereinafter Communication, U.S./Antigua].}

As the foregoing demonstrates, a negative assessment of a prospective case in any of several areas could result in inaction by the complainant; similarly, a negative cumulative assessment could have the same effect. The focus here will be on the narrow range of issues relevant to the central aims of the paper. Starting with costs, it would not be unreasonable to imagine a situation where a government carries out a simple cost-benefit analysis, weighing the likely costs of successfully pursuing a case against the likely financial loss that it would otherwise sustain.

At the most extreme, assuming this analysis leads the government to take a laissez-faire approach that results in the failure of the business in question, the losses incurred would extend to the loss of (i) direct corporate tax revenue charged on the profits/sales of the enterprise; (ii) indirect tax revenue such as the employer’s national insurance contributions; (iii) any other revenue derived from any duties accruable from the importation of any inputs used by the industry concerned or the grants of export licences and so forth; and (iv) income or other tax revenue based on the emoluments of the employees. In addition to the loss of revenue, account would have to be taken of the costs arising out of the failure of the business, such as (a) the costs of welfare or other payments, if any, that would be payable by the government to the former employees and (b) the financial effects of the loss of export sales revenues on the balance of payments, together with any spillover or multiplier effect in the general economy.\footnote{For more information about the multiplier effect, see generally Michele I. Naples, Business Failures and the Expenditure Multiplier, or How Recessions Become Depressions, 19 J. POST-KEYNESIAN ECON. 511 (1997).}

Given, as would be the case with our small Producer, that these financial effects would be minimal, litigation on behalf of small enterprises or industries would appear to be highly unlikely. Davis and Bermeo have gone further, stating that only “the highest economic stakes would motivate a poor country to undertake litigation.”\footnote{Christina L Davis & Sarah Blodgett Bermeo, Who Files? Developing Country Participation in GATT/WTO Adjudication, 71 J. POL. 1033, 1040 (2009), http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1017/s0022381609090860?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents (last visited Aug. 15, 2017).}

Drawing together the points from the two preceding sections, a picture begins to emerge: on balance, the outlook for our Producer is, to say the least, bleak. On the one hand, it would be highly likely that the costs of prosecuting a WTO complaint would—unless the exporter could either totally underwrite the same (as in the case of Bangladesh Batteries) or a least make a significant contribution thereto\footnote{The All Pakistan Textile Mills Association paid 50% of the costs in the Pakistan-Cotton yarn dispute. See Ewart, supra note 48, at 75.}—outweigh the
fiscal and other benefits that might accrue from the prosecution. On the other hand, even if these barriers were removed and a case initiated, by the time the case was concluded, it is highly probable that the exporter would have ceased trading, which in itself justifies inaction on the part of the government in the first place. Thus, seeking a successful and equitable outcome to a violation of WTO rules through use of the DSU is rendered futile by a set of contradictory and self-reinforcing circumstances—the classic “Catch 22.”

III. Provisional and protective remedies

To resolve this conundrum, at least one or more of the causal factors would have to be removed, mitigated, or otherwise speedily and relatively cheaply overcome. This begs the question of what part, if any, the WTO can play. Logical possibilities include: (a) improving and financing the civil service of a particular country, thus enabling the speedier collection of data and evidence to support a possible DSU action; (b) reducing the logistical and legal costs of prosecuting an action; or (c) otherwise financially supporting a plethora of potential industries that may be the subject of a dispute. All these measures go beyond anything the WTO could reasonably be requested or mandated to do. Given these avenues are closed or impracticable, the question that remains is whether the WTO could effect a solution through changes to the DSU process, or whether LDCs could use alternative pathways within the WTO to resolve trade disputes.

Dealing first with the latter, alternative pathways, idea, the WTO ethos is that disputes should be resolved through negotiation. Indeed, Article 3(7) of the DSU clearly states that a “solution mutually acceptable to the parties to a dispute and consistent with the covered agreements is clearly to be preferred.”

Jose and Perez have noted that in 2006, of the 365 complaints claimed by members, only one quarter led to adjudication. Alschner has noted that in the five years leading up to 2009, many countries used alternative pathways to dispute resolution. Alschner has consequently argued that, through the media of the Memorandum of Understanding and other sui-generis settlements, “WTO members have de facto introduced the new category of interim settlements into the WTO dispute settlement process.”

Horn, Mavroidis, and Wijkstroem have pointed out that two WTO committees, the Technical Barriers to Trade committee and the Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measure committee, also provide a forum to administer “specific trade concerns.” Such a forum, the authors opine, is “akin to an informal form of resolution of trade conflicts that operates in parallel to the Dispute Settlement mechanism.”

While all of these options exist, to be effective, both parties must be willing to reach a settlement. In addition, negotiations could very easily become protracted, and if the “defending” party were aware of the fragility or embryonic state of the affected industry, it could, by cynically dragging out the negotiations, ensure that the matter is resolved simply by the industry ceasing operation. Therefore, while various
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alternative resolution options may be open, it is questionable whether they are in any way practical, particularly in circumstances where the survival of the affected business is time critical.

Returning to the first idea, concerning changes to the DSU, Nordström and Shaffer have proposed the creation of a small claims procedure within the WTO as an alternative to the DSU. While the arguments they proffer are meritorious, this would lead to a two-tier dispute settlement system with divergent rules and procedures, adding complexity to an already complex system. This, in itself, would increase the difficulties faced by LDCs, whose grasp of the existing WTO law may, at best, be limited and whose legal systems may be only rudimentary in nature. Moreover, a key component of the Nordström/Shaffer package is the introduction of compensation/damages as potential remedies. While these remedies may be attractive to a likely complainant as well as its private sectors, they are both problematic and anathema to many of the members of the WTO. They also materially conflict with the preferred WTO remedy of amending or withdrawing an inconsistent measure.

Bartels has discussed the issue of monetary compensation in some detail, noting that developing countries have long argued for its inclusion within the DSU arena. But, as Bartels has pointed out, compensatory payments may not be remitted to the affected industry, which would be detrimental to the producer, and are voluntary in nature, which under the current regimen means they are de facto unenforceable.

In his influential report, Peter Sutherland has opined that when considering reform of the DSU, “an important underlying concern is ... not ‘to do any harm’ to the existing system since it has so many attributes.” Therefore, if it were possible to find a legal process that could strengthen the DSU while ameliorating or resolving the contributory causes of the conundrum, and which has both widespread currency and use in national and international legal systems and fora, then this process would appear to be in tune with Sutherland’s sentiments. It therefore might gain sufficient traction amongst WTO members to incorporate it into the DSU.

The use of provisional measures may be such a process. Virtually every legal system offers disputants a system of provisional and interim remedies that, inter alia, include protective remedies.
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designed to ensure that the pre-litigation status quo is maintained not only during the course of litigation, but also during any remediation period following a successful case. Within international courts and tribunals the power to grant provisional measures forms part of the inherent or incidental jurisdiction of the forum. McLachlan notes that such remedies are justified where “the action of one party ‘pendente lite’ causes or threatens a damage to the rights of the other . . . that it would not be possible fully to restore . . . simply by a judgment in its favour.”

Whether at the national or international level, litigation can, like the DSU, be a lengthy business. Preventing failure or irreparable damage for the affected party is not only crucial to an effective and available process but also enables a court or tribunal to exercise its function. Consequently, these protective measures are viewed as indispensible in such fora and are common currency in most legal systems. They have “even greater force where the litigation is international in nature,” extending far beyond commercial and trade disputes to areas such as conflicts and human rights.

Provisional measures are used in a number of international fora. For example, Article 41 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice gives the court power, while a judgment is pending, to issue provisional measures both to preserve rights and to prevent incidents that may aggravate or extend a conflict. Similarly, within the field of international investment disputes, Article 47 of the ICSID Convention provides that “the Tribunal may, if it considers that the circumstances so require, recommend any provisional measures which should be taken to preserve the respective rights of either party.” In the International Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), where the parties are often commercial entities as opposed to sovereign states, the tribunals have wide-ranging powers to grant provisional measures. Article 28(1) of the ICC Arbitration Rules states that “the arbitral tribunal may, at the request of a party, order any interim or conservatory measure as it deems appropriate.”

---
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Significantly, both the WTO as a body and its membership are familiar with the provisional measure concept. The TRIPS Agreement incorporated provisional measures, with Article 50(2) of Part III, Section 3 (Provisional Measures) providing, “The judicial authorities shall have the authority to adopt provisional measures inaudita altera parte where appropriate, in particular where any delay is likely to cause irreparable harm to the right holder.”

Given the foregoing analysis, the inclusion of provisional measures within the DSU, even if their use were restricted to LDC-instigated cases, should be a relatively straightforward undertaking. Moreover, because the legal approach is so widely used, the degree of legal specialisation needed, as well as time and cost, are all minimised. If such a proposal was put forward by an LDC and subsequently rejected, an argument could be made that the rejection effectively nullified the LDC’s ability to obtain a remedy to a trade dispute through the auspices of the DSU, thus creating a breach of Article 26.1 of the DSU itself. This breach, in turn, could lead a panel or the Appellate Body to recommend under Article 26.1(b) that the rejecting members make a mutually satisfactory adjustment.

IV Outline of a prospective provisional measure

First, the availability of a provisional measure under the DSU should be restricted to LDC cases because the typical extremely low level of international trade would mean that any action needed would likely be modest. Second, the scope and provisions setting out the requisite conditions governing the use of provisional measures should be incorporated into and form part of the general body of the DSU and be administered by the DSB and the WTO secretariat. Applications for provisional measures would be determined by a sub-division of the Appellate Body which would, to ensure a speedy hearing of the application, require only a single Appellate member sitting in solus.

Provisions already exist within the Appellate Body’s procedures to facilitate consideration of representations and pleadings in special circumstances, their adjudication, and the communication of the decision to the parties concerned and other members of the Appellate Body. Therefore, as a first step, the LDC member would have to request consultations under Article 4.3 of the DSU. If, as per Article 4.3, there is no response to the request, or it appears to the LDC that no mutually acceptable agreement can be reached within 30 days, then the LDC could also exercise a new right to seek the issuance of a provisional measure. Since the provisions and procedures associated with provisional measures exist in most national legal systems, an LDC government possessed of a rudimentary legal system and framework should have little difficulty conceptualising, understanding, and using a similar system, albeit tailored to operate within the DSU framework.

The process to request a provisional measure would take the form of an application by the LDC complainant presenting a prime facie case that, inter alia, (a) the measure at issue is in violation of one or more of the covered agreements and is causing nullification or impairment, and (b) the measure at issue is causing or within a very short period will cause irreparable harm to the stakeholders of the rights


holder. The application would also require an audited or otherwise certified submission as to the monthly amount of nullification or impairment.

The application would include a prayer craving the grant to the complainant of an interim measure. The prayer would, inter alia, request that until such time as the dispute has either been settled to the satisfaction of the LDC complainant or has otherwise been dealt with, the respondent shall either (i) within five days from the date of the granting of the application remove or suspend the measure at issue and so confirm in writing to the chairman of the DSB, or, failing this, (ii) remit on a monthly basis to the WTO Secretariat a sum equal to the monthly amount of nullification or impairment.

The application would be adjudicated within ten days by a lone Appellate Board Member, who would be empowered to (a) grant or decline the application in toto, (b) grant the application but adjust the quantum of the monthly nullification or impairment, or (c) grant the application, amended where applicable, subject to a periodic review. Given that the measure would be granted on the basis of a prima facie case, the inclusion of a periodic review represents a critical safeguard within the mechanism: as the case progresses and more evidence and legal arguments are presented, the Appellate Body could reconsider the decision as necessary.

In the event of the submission being granted, and the measure at issue not being removed or suspended, the Secretariat would be responsible for disbursing the monthly remittances directly to the stakeholders on whose behalf the LDC initiated the dispute. From this point, the litigation would continue in all other respects in accordance with the provisions of the DSU, with the only additional feature being the review of the provisional measure.

V. Benefits accruing from the provisional measure

In order to explain how a provisional measure would work in practice, we will return for a moment to our hypothetical case, where our Producer is de facto unable to trade and is therefore likely to remain in business only for a few months. If adopted and implemented, the provisional measure approach would help ensure that our Producer’s business could survive until the outcome of the dispute settlement process. Granting provisional measures would remove one of the main causal factors of the LDC conundrum described in this article.

The provisional measure approach can help ensure the survival of LDC businesses over the course of a dispute and thereby remove some other obstacles to the use by LDCs of the DSU. This solution, however, does have possible challenges. The challenges are all chiefly resource-based. For example, could the Secretariat receive payments from a respondent and administer payments to affected producers? In this regard a senior WTO manager confirmed to the author that the Secretariat already administers similar payments – albeit in relation to other matters – and that the addition of this extra responsibility was not foreseen by the manager as being either overly onerous or expensive.152

However, there are other resource-based challenges that would have to be considered. Has the current Appellate Board sufficient capacity to deal with additional hearings or would more members have to be appointed? Similarly, does the ACWL, as the cheapest legal provider, have sufficient capacity to facilitate an increased case load? If the ACWL cannot act (for example, due to a conflict of interest arising from having accepted instructions to act by another party), should a dedicated LDC-only ACWL be created to

152 Interview with WTO Secretariat Senior Manager (Oct. 2013) (transcript on file with the author).
circumvent the latter point? While these matters clearly would have to be addressed, the scope of this paper does not permit a detailed analysis. But they do not at first sight appear to be insurmountable and therefore do not appear to threaten the addition of provisional measures.

The principle disadvantage that remains should provisional measures become available is that the ACWL fees and other additional costs of prosecuting the case will remain. Thus, if a cost-benefit approach is taken, then the LDC government in question may still be hesitant to proceed. But since the practical effects of the measure can reduce the gap between cost and benefit, the impact of the costs that continue is decreased, thus softening the impact and the influence of this argument.

The benefits flowing from the proposed provisional measures can be grouped under five broad headings, (i) social and economic benefits, (ii) correction of negotiatory power asymmetries, (iii) fostering of early dispute settlement and increased DSU usage, (iv) creation of political space, and (v) attunement with WTO principles and scalability. This paper will outline the salient features.

(i) Social and economic benefits: Where the respondent removes or suspends the inconsistent measure, this would allow the business to resume trade, thus generating revenues and continuing in business as before. Where the respondent does not take this option, then the monthly impairment payment which the producer would receive from the Secretariat would provide the business with sufficient funding to meet its on-going financial commitments while allowing it the time either to diversify or to seek out alternative markets or other sales channels for its products. Either of the outcomes provides upside benefits to the LDC government in terms of continuing tax revenue, avoiding the costs of social or other welfare payments for the producer’s employees, and reversing any wider multiplier effects, all as discussed above. Moreover, the government could reasonably ask the producer, which under these proposals would remain a going concern, for a contribution toward the on-going costs of the dispute.

(ii) Correction of negotiatory power asymmetries: Under the current DSU regime, prolonging litigation not only increases the costs of pursuing the action in toto but also increases the likelihood of the business or industry at the centre of the dispute failing. Logically, therefore, it is in the interest of the respondent to prolong consultations and/or offer what would normally be regarded as a derisory settlement offer, such as that offered by the United States to Antigua in Antigua-US Gambling Services\(^{153}\) in settlement of the dispute. Equally aware of both the time and cost implications\(^{154}\) of prolonged litigation, the complainant may be minded simply to accept the offer.\(^{155}\) In its most extreme form the respondent may flatly refuse even to enter into consultations in the first place, assuming that its weaker opponent will opt not to proceed any further.\(^{156}\)

The introduction of a provisional measure changes this dynamic. It eliminates the threat that the affected industry or enterprise will cease to exist. In addition, through the guarantee of the additional benefits discussed above, prolongation of the litigation ceases to be such a powerful disincentive to the complainant, allowing it to take a more aggressive stance in consultations and in negotiating any settlement. On the other side of the dispute, the respondent knows that simply rebuffing initial consultation requests, adopting delaying tactics during either the consultation phase or the litigation

---
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process as a whole, proffering derisory settlement offers, or—as was the case with the United States in Antigua-US Gambling Services\textsuperscript{157}—simply failing to comply with a favourable ruling,\textsuperscript{158} would be materially pointless and costly exercises.

The effects of this change on the negotiating powers of the parties should not be underestimated. Busch and Reinhart argue that in the main, respondents offer the greatest concessions during the consultation phase, which takes place in what they describe as the “shadow of the law”\textsuperscript{159} prior to any judicial ruling. Shahin goes further, opining that this shadow even extends to dispute negotiations outside the WTO framework.\textsuperscript{160} In this light, the introduction of what is essentially a minor procedure within the DSU has potential repercussions well beyond the aegis of the WTO.

(iii) 
**Fostering of early dispute settlement and increased DSU usage:** A consistent feature of the DSU has been the high number of early settlement cases, cases resolved before the exhaustion of the litigation process. In 2005 no more than two in five of all disputes proceeded beyond the consultation stage of a dispute,\textsuperscript{161} while by 2008, of the 369 cases raised, only 136 proceeded to the panel stage.\textsuperscript{162}

The introduction of a provisional measure would yet further increase not only the total number of cases, but also the propensity for early settlement. Indeed, in other areas of the law where such measures are already used, many court actions do not, where a provision remedy has been awarded, proceed beyond the initial phases.\textsuperscript{163} The very granting of such a measure creates “an irresistible imperative for a defendant to settle a case.”\textsuperscript{164} These experiences suggest that use of a provisional measure within the DSU mechanism should make engagement with the DSU by LDCs a far more attractive, potentially cost-effective, and possibly even domestically popular option whether the action is successful or otherwise. All of these consequences would help address the DSU engagement issue that lies at the core of this paper.

(iv) 
**Creation of political space:** The proposed provisional measure facilitates the creation of political space for the respondent. When a provisional measure has been granted, the respondent knows that \textit{prima facie} evidence of a violation of WTO law has been presented and accepted by a division of the Appellate Body. The respondent has two options: either suspend or remove the measure at issue, or make monthly nullification and impairment payments. A provisional measure would thus give the respondent the ability to pursue an otherwise unpopular measure by noting the negative implications of the measure: the potential that greater damage could result from non-action than prompt action.

For example, in our hypothetical case, the respondent imposed the WTO-inconsistent measure as a direct result of political activism on the part of indigenous producers in the respondent country. Suspending or removing the measure therefore might well be politically unpalatable to the respondent. But if a provisional measure were granted, the respondent could counteract the likely pushback by
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pointing to the existence of the adverse WTO provisional judgment and the prospect of a more damaging loss of the whole case at a future date.

The tactic of using perceived international pressure to garner political support to effect and implement what may be a politically unpopular domestic policy is sometimes referred to as “gaiatsu,” which, as Charnovitz notes, was used to great effect to change Australian government policy in relation to a dispute over Canadian salmon.165

A further benefit accruing to the respondent as a result of a provisional measure is that the respondent government may opt to soften its domestic political and economic impact by exercising the second option to make monthly reparatory payments for the duration of the case.

(v) Attunement with WTO principles and scalability: The insertion of a provisional measure in the DSU both incentivises and empowers an LDC to engage more actively with the DSU. It also increases the likelihood of the early settlement of a given dispute. This settlement would normally take the form of an agreement mutually acceptable to the parties and in accordance with the several agreements of the WTO, which in itself represents the preferred solution for the WTO as a body.166

Overall, the likely outcomes of the proposed provisional measure approach are closely aligned with the aspirational goals of the WTO. The outcomes provide security and predictability in the global trading system: security for the business or industry affected by a violation of a WTO agreement, and predictability insofar as a remedy would exist that could preserve the affected business and industry as a functioning whole during the process of resolving the dispute through the DSU. Crucially, the possible financial outcomes flowing from the measure (a) do not represent an award of damages payable by one country to another, but instead, a provisional trade-balancing financial adjustment that will cease to exist or have effect at the conclusion of the case; (b) are payable through a third-party agency directly to the affected producers with a view to fostering either diversification or facilitating access to alternative markets, and as such are akin to developmental aid; (c) are subject to periodic review as the case progresses; and (d) do not by their very nature distort trade, all of which are in tune with the aims of the WTO in general.

While this discussion has revolved around a very simple one-business industry model, upscaling it to cater to a wide range of differing potential disputes should not prove an unduly onerous task for an LDC government, providing that (i) it can quantify in an auditable fashion the monthly level of nullification and impairment; (ii) it has at least a rudimentary system of recording its exports, capable, inter alia, of quantifying variations in the exports of any product or products affected by the imposition of a WTO non-compliant measure and (iii) it has the ability to identify the affected producer or producers. The relative simplicity of the collation and calculation of the monthly levels of impairment and nullification allows the measure to be deployable in even the most complex situations involving extended supply chains involving multiple inputs and multiple actors.

Crucially, these measures can equally be used to deal with the imposition of inconsistent measures whose effect is to distort global trade prices. One example is the effects of the U.S. policy of subsidising domestic cotton producers, which drove down the international market price and created “an imbalanced

trade system that prejudicially affect[ed] developing countries." Clearly, while establishing and calculating the monthly level of impairment is considerably more complex in such cases, it should not in itself represent an insurmountable task for an LDC government.

VI. Enacting a provisional measure
Having considered the issues which give rise to the conundrum faced by LDCs in using the DSU, and having suggested a potential solution that addresses some of the fundamental causal factors underpinning the conundrum, the final part of this paper will explore a potential route and pre-existing vehicle that can be used to change theory into DSU practice. For this we must turn to the workings of the Special Session of the DSB.

This body was created following the Fourth Ministerial Conference in Doha in 2001, where ministers agreed "to negotiations on improvements and clarifications of the Dispute Settlement Understanding." In essence, this body is tasked with formulating changes to the dispute settlement regime. Jo and Namgung have opined that the DSU reform process has largely failed to make significant progress since its establishment. Against the backdrop of this stinging analysis, with which the writer takes issue, the Special Session of the DSB nonetheless provides both a vehicle and a window of opportunity for a member or group of members to submit a proposal and seek approval of its incorporation within the DSU.

The window of opportunity is, however, rapidly closing. The Special Session chairman, Ambassador Ronald Saborio Soto, indicated in his latest report his wish to bring the current negotiations to a rapid conclusion in order to "reap the fruits of all the efforts made since the beginning of these negotiations." There is, therefore, a degree of urgency required if a proposal embodying the concepts and ideas contained in this paper—a tangible task to be accomplished, not a mere hypothetical—is to reach fruition and subsequently be incorporated into the DSU.

VII. Conclusion
The DSU has proven to be a highly efficient and generally effective vehicle for settling a variety of international trade disputes. For a variety of reasons, however, its use has largely been the preserve of developed and developing countries. LDC nations, comprising nearly one billion of the poorest, most underprivileged and deprived souls on the planet have, for a variety of reasons, been either unable or unwilling to seek redress of their trade disputes through the DSU.

Illustrated by a hypothetical scenario, this paper has described a conundrum faced by LDCs and highlighted the main reasons underpinning the problem. It has considered and discarded some potential solutions to this problem, examined and rejected the possibilities of using alternative pathways to achieve
dispute resolution, and reviewed the progress of the “internal” DSU review process. It is clear from this research that there is no “silver bullet” that would, at a stroke, correct all of these problems.

The answers, if they are to be found, will comprise a range of initiatives and measures that will be both exogenous and endogenous to LDCs in general and unique to some in particular. Many may simply be beyond the scope of the WTO remit, role, and budget. However, through the judicious introduction of the proposals in this article, the WTO could facilitate LDC engagement with the DSU.

This paper takes a problem-based approach to the subject, offering a radically new and practical solution. While it will not address all of the issues faced by LDCs in the settlement of trade disputes, it nonetheless presents LDCs with a simple, cost-effective way of seeking redress of grievances through the use of the DSU. The addition to the DSU of a simple, widely understood mechanism, in common usage in both national and international fora, could have a major impact on fostering LDC engagement with the DSU through the elimination or mitigation of key restraints on their participation. Not only does this measure enrich the WTO as a whole and the DSU in particular, as a byproduct it also remediates pre-existing asymmetries within the consultation process. Its very simplicity and ease of implementation would make it an attractive, easily-accessible legal device for LDCs to exercise.

The concept of incorporating provisional measures within the DSU is, as has been discussed above, not new; indeed it is a solution that has already been recommended and incorporated by the WTO in its TRIPS agreement as a template for the creation of national laws by WTO members. What is, however, new and unique is the introduction of such remedies at the consultation stage of the DSU dispute process. A key element contained within a provisional measure is the inclusion of a quantified monthly level of nullification or impairment. This solution is clearly different from the contentious issue of compensation and will provide a valuable lifeline for both small-scale LDC producers and embryonic industries alike.

The writer hopes that this paper will both inform and add to the rich debate surrounding wider LDC participation within the WTO and LDC usage of the DSU. The writer also hopes to encourage others in the wider academic, legal, and political spheres who, like the writer, are seeking solutions to what appears to be an intractable conundrum.